Chevrolet camaro 2015 interior

The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you
choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike
other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but
rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel
economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's
important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its
class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the
best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key
features found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car
buyer would come to expect for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the
Chevrolet Camaro. Colors generally differ by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in
your area to give you a great price on the new Chevrolet Camaro. This is how it works:. We have
information you must know before you buy the Camaro. We want to send it to you, along with
other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can
unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy.
Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Chevrolet Camaro Chevrolet Camaro Colors.
Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money
Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the
best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the following way:
5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. See Used Camaro
Listings. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give
you a great price on the new Chevrolet Camaro. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in
your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options.
New Car Quick Quote Chevrolet. Please select a model camaro. Get Your Price. Insider
Information We have information you must know before you buy the Camaro. Your Email
Submit. Thank you. You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates. The first thing you
need to know is this: the Chevrolet Camaro Z28 is the same for the model year as one. When it
comes to cars, there are two types of cars in the world. There are the cars you need and the
cars you want. The cars you need tend to be affordable vehicles mostly suited for your intended
purposes and daily driving. You get the idea. Then, we come to the want category. Here you can
place pretty much any car you could live your entire life without, but would be so much happier
to have it. Nearly everything to do with sport or luxury is almost always in the want category
rather than the need. One prime example of this theory is the Chevrolet Camaro Z But the Z28?
The Camaro is a very versatile muscle car, with eight different trims you can choose from. You
have everything from the sensible to the absolute extreme. The car that immediately pops into
your head every time someone asks what is the best Camaro. The Chevrolet Camaro Z28 is a
stripped-down version of the standard car with high-performance characteristics. A lot of
weight-saving measures have been introduced to keep the weight down and thus to improve
performances and handling. The audio system has been fitted with just one speaker, and the
air-con unit has been deleted altogether. It is a necessity in certain areas, however, so Chevrolet
has decided to leave it in as an option. How nice of them. The exterior of the Chevy Camaro Z28
is rather special. It gets its unique color scheme and a few visual upgrades, as well as the
standard Z28 badges scattered everywhere around the bodywork of the vehicle. We think it
looks best in red, but other choices are of course available. The car rides on a set of inch
aluminum wheels wrapped in Pirelli PZero tires. The Corvette Z06 derived LS7 V8 gets fortified
with new pistons, titanium connecting rods and a spray-coat. Things like cold-air intake and the
exhaust headers have been heavily revised, and the dry-sump oiling system is repackaged. With
all of that, the LS7 is capable of developing hp and lb-ft of torque in the Camaro Z And if the Z28
is your cup of tea, just like it is ours, we strongly suggest you go ahead and purchase one. Then
let us have a go at it. Well, it is but not in a straight line. You can sense the power and the
eagerness of the engine from the lowest revs in first gear all the way to the screaming shrieking
noises at 7, rpm in sixth gear. Speaking of sound, you need to listen to this thing in a real life
just to believe it. The power figures are rather interesting, to say the least. It reaches 60 miles
per hour in 4. At that point, you will be doing mph. A car you should enjoy driving in, and not
just in a straight line. It gives you perfect machine and great setup that puts you in control. The
six-speed manual is excellent and the 3. Handling wise, we have no complaints. Not only is it
superb, but prices might go up in following years thanks to the host of new cars beginning on
sale. Boy, what a time to be alive. When it comes to cost, you should know that the Chevrolet
Camaro Z28 is not a cheap vehicle and that it is far from the base version. No other Camaro in
history has ever been as ready to take to the track right from the dealership as the Z But is it
worth that money? If you have 20 minutes to spare, watch the video below. I accept the Privacy
Policy. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.

Source: Chevrolet. Source: netcarshow. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best
experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy
with it. The Chevrolet Camaro is a sports car that slots underneath the SS sports sedan. It is
sold in coupe or convertible body styles, seven trims and four engines choices. All models are
mated to a six-speed manual or automatic transmission. The Chevrolet Camaro range covers
everything for a sports car one can drive on a daily basis to hardcore track machines with
impressive power and handling. Engine: 3. Engine: 6. Engine: supercharged 6. Engine: 7.
Camaros with the V-6 blend daily usability with good handling and power. Opting for the RS
Package sharpens V-6 variants' handling with bigger wheels and a stiffer suspension setup. SS
models add even more performance with a V-8 engine and stiffer suspension setup for those
seeking more out of the car. Ride quality is stiff but never "jarring or punishing," making it an
excellent choice as a daily driver. On the other hand, the ZL1 is a highly capable car that doesn't
sacrifice everyday usability and "balances ride and handling beautifully. Interior space is
cramped with a small trunk and rear seats that are not usable for adult occupants. Additionally,
visibility remains a problem due to its small windows, which are hard to see out of and makes
maneuvering the car in tight spaces difficult. Although visibility and interior space are lacking in
the Chevrolet Camaro, it fulfills its main purpose as a sports car that one can live with on a daily
basis and appeals to a broad audience. Its excellent handling remains one of its hallmarks
because all models have superb driving dynamics despite weighing over two tons. In a
Comparison Test between the Camaro ZL1 and Shelby GT , we said that the former's Magnetic
Ride Control make it the superior daily driver since it offers "an impressive performance range,
smoothing out the impacts of rough pavement in Tour Mode and keeping the heavy chassis
under control in Sport mode. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:?
The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining
skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Impressive handling for its size Usable
as a daily driver Powerful engines. Gas guzzler Cramped interior Horrible outside visibility.
Expand All New for Key Competitors. All Model Years Z28 Coupe. LPO, Fender hash mark
decals. Rear Vision Package. The driver should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and
road conditions at all times. Blue Interior Accent Trim Package. Blue door trim and instrument
panel applique Includes SS embroidery. Blue Interior Accent Trim Package Stylish Black interior
sports Blue accents on the front and rear seats Matching Blue stitching on the steering wheel,
shift knob, door armrest, center console and seats Blue applique on the door trim and
instrument panel SS models include SS embroidery. Inferno Orange door trim and instrument
panel applique Includes SS embroidery. Inferno Orange Interior Accent Trim Package Stylish
Black interior sports Inferno Orange accents on the front and rear seats Matching Orange
stitching on the steering wheel, shift knob, door armrest, center console and seats Inferno
Orange applique on the door trim and instrument panel SS models include SS embroidery. LPO,
Protection Package. Not available with L99 6. RS Package. Commemorative Special Edition. SS
Performance Package. Do not use summer-only tires in winter conditions, as it would adversely
affect vehicle safety, performance and durability. Unapproved combinations may change the
vehicle's performance characteristics. For important tire and wheel information, go to Not
available with any other decals, stripes or LPO wheels. Red Appearance Package Includes:Hash
mark decals 21" 5-spoke wheels with Black inserts and Red flange stripe Red-painted engine
cover Premium carpeted floor mats. Green Flash Special Edition. LPO, Hash mark decals. Z28
Preferred Equipment Group. Check other Chevrolet Camaro Styles. Chevrolet Camaro Coupe
Popular Comparisons. Now Buzzing. Camaro Coupe. Change Year: New. Chevrolet Camaro
Coupe For Sale. Cheapest Coupes. Best Muscle Cars. Chevrolet Coupes. Chevrolet Sports Cars.
Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. Blue door trim and instrument
panel applique Includes SS embroidery. Blue Interior Accent Trim Package Stylish Black interior
sports Blue accents on the front and rear seats Matching Blue stitching on the steering wheel,
shift knob, door armrest, center console and seats Blue applique on the door trim and
instrument panel SS models include SS embroidery. Do not use summer-only tires in winter
conditions, as it would adversely affect vehicle safety, performance and durability. Inferno
Orange door trim and instrument panel applique Includes SS embroidery. Inferno Orange
Interior Accent Trim Package Stylish Black interior sports Inferno Orange accents on the front
and rear seats Matching Orange stitching on the steering wheel, shift knob, door armrest, center
console and seats Inferno Orange applique on the door trim and instrument panel SS models
include SS embroidery. Not available with L99 6. Not available with any other decals, stripes or
LPO wheels. Red Appearance Package Includes:Hash mark decals 21" 5-spoke wheels with
Black inserts and Red flange stripe Red-painted engine cover Premium carpeted floor mats.
Unapproved combinations may change the vehicle's performance characteristics. For important
tire and wheel information, go to Select configuration:. Body Type. Seating capacity. Trunk

Volume. Fuel Economy. Performance Specs Engine and Transmission Engine. Steering Steering
Type. Wheels Wheels Type. Suspension Front Suspension. Tires Front Tire. Fuel Tank Fuel
Tank Capacity. Dimensions and Measurement Exterior Dimensions Length. Interior Space
Seating Capacity. Weight and Towing Curb Weight. Cargo Space Trunk Volume. Bluetooth
Connection. Hard Disk Drive Media Storage. Premium Sound System. Satellite Radio. Smart
Device Integration. WiFi Hotspot. Auxiliary Audio Input. Entertainment System. MP3 Player.
Interior Trim Bucket Seats. Cloth Seats. Leather Seats. Leather Steering Wheel. Premium
Synthetic Seats. Vinyl Seats. Woodgrain Interior Trim. Comfort Head-Up Display. Navigation
System. Steering Wheel Audio Controls. Power Liftgate. Power Mirror s. Adaptive Cruise
Control. Automatic Parking. Climate Control. Cooled Front Seat s. Cooled Rear Seat s. Cruise
Control. Hands-Free Liftgate. Heated Front Seat s. Heated Rear Seat s. Heated Steering Wheel.
Keyless Entry. Power Driver Seat. Power Passenger Seat. Remote Engine Start. Remote Trunk
Release. Seat Memory. Universal Garage Door Opener. Keyless Start. Navigation from
Telematics. LPO, Hash mark decals. Cross-Traffic Alert. Rear Parking Aid. Blind Spot Monitor.
Lane Departure Warning. Lane Keeping Assist. Night Vision. Tire Pressure Monitor. Brake
Assist. Stability Control. Traction Control. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Side Crash Rating.
Rollover Rating. Airbags Driver Air Bag. Front Head Air Bag. Front Side Air Bag. Knee Air Bag.
Passenger Air Bag. Rear Head Air Bag. Rear Side Air Bag. Seatbelt Air Bag. Warranty Warranty
Summary Basic. Now Buzzing. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price.
For tire-burning power and Hollywood looks, it doesn't get much better than the Chevrolet
Camaro. But the Camaro's star power dims compared to this year's updated Challenger and
all-new Mustang. When it comes to evaluating the wisdom of major purchases, the dynamic
involved often boils down to the classic question of "need" versus "want. Between the
nameplate's storied high-performance history and this fifth-generation coupe and convertible's
muscle-bound styling and gutsy engines, it doesn't take long to figure out this is a car that has
very little to do with need. Even though the current V6-powered base models manage to return
decent EPA fuel economy estimates of up to 22 mpg combined, the car's limited outward
visibility, cramped rear seat and small trunk make it downright difficult to come up with rational
reasons for buying a Camaro. Then again, that's pretty much been the case for the plus years
since the first Camaro rolled off the assembly line in response to Ford's spunky new Mustang.
From the beginning, this has always been a car with a strong emotional appeal. Now that
attraction can be downright visceral as well, thanks to beasts like the horsepower V8 under the
hood of the ZL1 model, an engine that enables it to accelerate from zero to 60 mph in a
supercar-like 4. Just as it was back in Detroit's original muscle car era, the Camaro has a short
list of all-American rivals ready to duke it out for boulevard supremacy. The Dodge Challenger
offers a lot more rear-seat legroom, plus the new Hellcat variant's hp, supercharged 6. The
all-new Ford Mustang , meanwhile, sets new standards with its superior handling, more
ergonomic interior and available fuel-efficient turbocharged four-cylinder engine. The
rear-wheel-drive Hyundai Genesis Coupe factors into the mix as well. From our standpoint, the
Challenger and Mustang are the superior and more desirable cars this year. But we also realize
that buyers seriously considering the Chevy Camaro will ultimately want what they want. And,
as people who understand the passions cars like this can evoke, that's just fine by us. Standard
equipment on the 1LS base model includes inch alloy wheels, automatic headlights, keyless
entry, air-conditioning, cloth upholstery, manually adjustable front seats with power recline, a
manual tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, cruise control, Bluetooth phone connectivity,
OnStar and a six-speaker sound system with a CD player, auxiliary audio input jack and satellite
radio. The 2LS adds an automatic transmission. Moving up to the 1LT gets you foglights,
remote start automatic transmission models only , eight-way power front seats, a 7-inch
touchscreen with Chevy's MyLink smartphone app integration, and Bluetooth audio
connectivity. The 1LT Camaro convertible also includes a power-operated soft top, rear parking
sensors and a rearview camera. The 2LT starts with all these features, then adds inch alloy
wheels, heated outside mirrors with driver-side auto-dimming, rear parking sensors, leather
upholstery, heated front seats, a head-up display, additional gauges, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror, a rearview camera and a nine-speaker Boston Acoustics audio system. Most of the 2LT's
upgrades are optional on the 1LT, with the exception of leather upholstery. The list of standard
equipment for the 1SS starts with everything on the 1LT, then adds a V8 engine, inch alloy
wheels, a sport-tuned suspension, a limited-slip rear differential and a leather-wrapped steering
wheel. The 2SS gets those same performance hardware upgrades plus all of the 2LT's comfort
and convenience features. The 1LE Performance package, which is only offered on manual
transmission-equipped SS models, takes things up a notch with racetrack-inspired
modifications that include unique gearing, suspension tuning and tires. The ZL1 is equipped
similarly to the 2SS but adds still more performance-oriented equipment starting with a

supercharged V8, an adaptive suspension with magnetic dampers, Brembo brakes, distinctive
inch alloy wheels fitted with performance summer tires, and retuned power steering. Exterior
changes on the ZL1 include xenon headlights, a functional carbon-fiber air extractor on the
hood, a unique rear spoiler and distinctive front and rear fascias. Inside the cabin you'll find
simulated suede upholstery and a smaller, flat-bottomed steering wheel. Recaro sport seats are
available as an option on SS and ZL1 coupes. This highly specialized Camaro, which is street
legal but really intended for use on a racetrack, makes up for the deletions noted above with a
number of other go-fast goodies including a larger, more powerful V8 engine and a six-speed
manual transmission an automatic isn't even offered , plus lightweight inch alloy wheels, a
special track-oriented suspension, performance tires and large carbon-ceramic brakes. A
six-speed manual transmission is standard, with a six-speed automatic offered as an option. A
different gear ratio in the final drive drags the automatic-equipped 2LS down to 21 mpg
combined. The Camaro SS has a 6. With the manual, the SS hits 60 mph in 4. The Camaro ZL1
boasts a supercharged 6. A six-speed manual transmission is standard, with a six-speed
automatic optional. In Edmunds track testing, a ZL1 coupe with the manual transmission
accelerated from zero to 60 mph in a very quick 4. Fuel mileage estimates are 16 mpg combined
with the manual transmission and 14 mpg with the automatic. A six speed manual is the only
transmission offered and at the Edmunds test track, it needed just 4. Standard safety features
on the Chevy Camaro include antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front-seat side
airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Also standard is the OnStar telematics system,
which includes automatic crash notification, on-demand roadside assistance, remote door
unlocking, stolen vehicle assistance and turn-by-turn navigation. These are all excellent
distances, but keep in mind that all these test cars had summer performance tires. Camaros
with all-season tires aren't likely to stop as short. In government crash tests, the Camaro coupe
earned a top five-star rating overall, with five stars for front crash protection, five stars for
side-impact protection and five stars for rollover. Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the
Chevrolet Camaro is that there seems to be a model for everyone. Buyers attracted by the car's
ready-to-rumble looks, but with no desire to indulge in hooligan behavior like long, tire-smoking
burnouts, will find models powered by the 3. With hp on tap, this engine delivers both satisfying
acceleration and nimble handling that feels more like a sports car than the V8-powered muscle
car models. We can't argue, however, with the muscle car purists who believe a proper Camaro
needs a brawny V8 engine under the hood -- preferably one capable of delivering the
aforementioned burnouts at will. Praised for its solid performance but knocked for some
ergonomic and visibility issues, it earned an Edmunds " B" rating. Despite its size and limited
visibility, the Camaro delivers confident handling and spot-on steering that make it a better
performer on winding roads than the reputation of old-school muscle cars might have you
believe. The ZL1 takes things to the next level thanks to its combination of that hp
supercharged V8, adaptive suspension and strong Brembo brakes that puts it on par with many
supercars; still, it's well-behaved enough to use as a daily driver, which is why it scored an
Edmunds "A" rating. It bucks and snorts and, when it's pushed to the limits, it bites back very
quickly. As our test-driver said: "This is not, in any way, a beginner's car. This is for expert track
drivers who know what they're getting and are prepared to deal with it. For a car model that built
its reputation on performance, the interior of the Chevy Camaro lineup still earns its share of
style points. The dash offers an interesting contrast of old-school Camaro details, like the
squared-off bezels that frame the speedometer and tach, and the latest technology, like the
7-inch color touchscreen that offers access to the available MyLink infotainment system with its
selection of smartphone-like apps. The extensive use of hard plastic surfaces does cheapen the
cabin's overall feel, however. Unfortunately, there are some significant ways in which the
Camaro's emphasis on style negatively impacts the driving experience. Perhaps the most
troublesome are the small windows and thick roof pillars that make the car look cool from the
sidewalk but severely limit outward visibility from the driver seat. The MyLink system's
customizable touchscreen can also be frustratingly slow to respond to inputs. While the
Camaro's front seats offer good comfort and support, the rear seat offers the least legroom
among its neo-muscle-car rivals, making it suited only to occasional use by the smallest of kids
or as a place to stash backpacks and gym bags. Space is in equally short supply in the trunk,
with just Trunk space shrinks even further in convertible models, dropping to just Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used

Chevrolet Camaro Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Camaro lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Poor visibility cramped backseat tiny trunk opening. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Camaro for sale near you. See Pricing.
Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. The Chevy Camaro is available in both four-seat coupe and
convertible body styles. After a number of styling upgrades last year, the Chevrolet Camaro
returns essentially unchanged. The extensive use of hard plastic surfaces does cheapen the
cabin's overall feel, however Unfortunately, there are some significant ways in which the
Camaro's emphasis on style negatively impacts the driving experience. Read more. Write a
review See all 35 reviews. Perhaps Grounds for Commitment Procedings. David H. Since I'm an
82 year old retired corporate exec, my announcement that I'd bought a candy-apple red 2SS
fully loaded "vert" sparked some thoughts among my children and wife as to my mental acuity.
What they don't realize is I don't care what they or anyone else thinks. I think the analogy fits. I
drive the SS because it instills in me the same joie de vivre of yore. I have thumbs up constantly
from the neighborhood teens and twenty-somethings even though I'm sure many think I belong
in an assisted living facility. Are there any negatives with the Camaro SS 'vert? Of course. It's
impractical for virtually any endeavor except having a great time getting from Point A to B. The
back seat is really for an overnight bag or perhaps the family dog who also loves the wind in its
face. My antediluvian body, slowed badly by arthritis, has a hell of a time getting in and out of
the driver's seat. It has abysmal gasoline mileage. That said, I enjoy looking at its truly enticing
design. I smile when I turn the light on in my garage and see it waiting to go somewhere with
me. Once in that car, though, and I kick on the horses, put the top down, and leave my driveway,
I'm back in college. To me that's worth the price of an occasional neighbor's raised eyebrow
when I drive by. I've always liked Nike's edict: "Just do it! Read less. We have been enjoying the
car. If the sun is out, the roads are dry and there is no snow, we are in it. I love the car but hate
the ticking valve s. I didn't notice it during the test drive out in the open, but noticed it after a
few days of owning it especially pulling into the garage or while idling next to a wall drive thru
window etc. I probably would not have bought it if I noticed it before purchase. I took it to my
local Chevy dealer service dept. I purchased it out of town at another Chevy dealer to have it
checked out and was told "the vehicle makes similar valvetrain noise" as other vehicles with the
same engine. It only has miles on it as of this review, so I haven't really driven it hard to give an
assessment of acceleration and all out performance yet. The owners manual says no full throttle
launches and do not exceed rpms until mile break-in. It handles and corners well and gets
decent gas mileage. Update after 1 year of ownership and just over miles on it Absolutely lovin'
it. The valvetrain components are much quieter and smoother now that it's broken-in and seems
to have a bit more power too, it's a pleasure to drive. I've gotten many compliments on the looks
and sound of car. Overall I'm pleased with the purchase now. After 7 months of ownership and
miles on the car the engine is less noisy but I can still hear some ticking, but overall I am
satisfied with the car and it's a lot of fun to drive. Her eyes light up every time she looks at it.
She can't quit smiling when she drives it. So if this is how you want to feel,,, get one!!! See all 35
reviews of the Used Chevrolet Camaro Convertible. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5
average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Camaro. Sign Up. Chevrolet adds
a new trim level to the Camaro for The track ready Z28 trim transforms the Camaro from a
powerful muscle car into a true sports car. Numerous modifications have been made to the
Camaro chassis ensuring that the Z28 handles and stops as well as it goes. A new high
performance naturally aspirated engine from the old Corvette Z06 powers the Z28 and being a
focused performance machine, the only transmission available is a 6-speed manual. The Z28
trim slots in above the more powerful, but less focused ZL1 at the top of the Camaro hierarchy.
Close this Model value: The Chevrolet Camaro is a modern take on GM's legendary muscle-car,
offering strong rear-wheel-drive performance in a low coupe or convertible body style. Relative
to the other pony cars like the Ford Mustang or Dodge Challenger, the Camaro performs
athletically, although it gives up some outward visibility for the chunky, bold design. The
performance standout of the model line remains the Read more The Chevrolet Camaro is a
modern take on GM's legendary muscle-car, offering strong rear-wheel-drive performance in a
low coupe or convertible body style. The performance standout of the model line remains the

Camaro SS Coupe. Camaro Convertibles are a strong value as well and provide a different sort
of fun. Some drivers wanting performance approaching that of high-end exotics, will be tempted
by the ZL1 which provides outrageous horsepower numbers. While pricy among Camaros, it's
faster than cars costing two or three times as much. Close this Model overview: The Chevrolet
Camaro comes in a wide range of models designed to cover uses ranging from stylish open-air
cruising to track-ready high-performance driving. The Camaro is available in Coupe or soft-top
Convertible models. Camaro Coupes can be had at any trim level while Convertibles are only
offered in LT and up trims. This year there are four available engines in the lineup: a hp Read
more The Chevrolet Camaro comes in a wide range of models designed to cover uses ranging
from stylish open-air cruising to track-ready high-performance driving. This year there are four
available engines in the lineup: a hp 3. All engines can be had mated to a 6-speed manual
transmission, while the V6 and both 6. V6-powered Camaro models reach 60 mph in around 6
seconds while SS models take around 4. There are several different suspension packages
available in the Camaro. A 1LE package, which includes the most aggressive suspension setup,
is optional on SS Camaros fitted with a manual transmission. The Camaro's rack-and-pinion
steering system provides quick response for tight corners but is relaxed enough for highway
cruising. SS Coupes, in addition to getting the FE4 high-performance suspension, get retuned
dampers, bigger stabilizer bars and inch wheels and performance tires. Huge inch wheels are
offered as a dealer-installed accessory. The ZL1 Camaro launched in and is the most powerful
Camaro sold. For the money, it comes with an extra hp over a Camaro SS from its 6. The ZL1
doesn't stop at a massive engine though; the cockpit is loaded with luxury features and comes
standard with heated leather seating surfaces. The suspension has also been beefed up to deal
with the extra horsepower and many of the body panels have been modified to give the car a
much meaner look on the street. New for is the Camaro Z Weighing lbs less than the ZL1, the
Z28 features ultra-sticky tires, aggressive, track-optimized suspension, a 7. Despite making less
horsepower than the ZL1, the Z28 actually has the biggest engine available in a Camaro and
should be faster around most race tracks than the ZL1 as well, thanks to its superior handling.
LT models upgrade to painted aluminum inch wheels, fog lamps and sport bucket seats, while
SS models get the V8, upgraded suspension and Brembo high-performance brakes. All Camaro
models get the suite of OnStar roadside assistance and crash-safety notification system,
including six months of the Directions and Connections services, with Turn-by-Turn Navigation
and Stolen Vehicle Assistance. A host of appearance extras are available, but of interest to
those who intend to use their Camaro as a daily driver is the Rear Vision Package, which also
brings a rearview camera system and auto-dimming rearview mirror. Close this There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on
Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Strong acceleration; great handling;
muscle-car look and feel; daring design inside and out; good highway efficiency. A new high
performance naturally aspirated engine from the old Corvette Z06 powers the Z28 and being a
focused performance Read more. Close this. The Chevrolet Camaro is a modern take on GM's
legendary muscle-car, offering strong rear-wheel-drive performance in a low coupe or
convertible body style. The Chevrolet Camaro comes in a wide range of models designed to
cover uses ranging from stylish open-air cruising to track-ready high-performance driving.
There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

